
The Riff Raff MKII is a smooth and creamy asymmetrical silicon overdrive pedal. Fully detailed, rich and 
beefy tones render this pedal perfect for every style, depending on the amp and instrument you choose to pair it 
with, delivering the "mojo" of a vintage TS with a modern touch.  

It features 2 separate channels 1 (Green) &  2 (Red) which share a very versatile Tone control. Each 
channel can be selected using the left foot-switch. Channel2 features a dedicated gain boost switch with which 
you can have more gain and punch added to your tone, making it even more rounder and satisfying. You will find 
that, even in higher gain settings, the Riff Raff cleans up organically by lowering your pickup volume or by the 
dynamics of your playing!

The Riff Raff can be used as a stand alone overdrive pedal or as a booster to push an amp for extra bite 
and sustain.

Controls:
 VOL 1: Adjusts the volume of the 1st  channel
 VOL2: Adjusts the volume of the 2nd channel
 DRIVE1: Adjusts the amount of gain for the 1st channel
 DRIVE2: Adjusts the amount of gain for the 2nd channel
 TONE: Adjusts the equ for both channels
 BOOST switch: A dedicated switch for Channel2. Select between normal and boost gain settings

Specs:

 Handmade in Athens, Greece

 True Bypass

 Asymmetrical silicon Dual Overdrive

 1 Heavy Duty Foots-witch for enable / disable the pedal  (right sided)

 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for selecting between channel 1 (Green) &  2 (Red)  (left sided)

 Internal 9V battery clip

 Power supply: regulated 9-12V DC  (center -)

 Max power consumption: 9mA @ 9V DC

 Heavy duty & light weight aluminum box

 Dimensions: 120mm(Width) x 95mm(Depth) x 34mm(Height)

‘Each Tsakalis AudioWorks product comes with a limited life time warranty’

Contact: info@tsakalisaudioworks.com
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